
Sample SOP for project management  
Study of management courses teaches us the art of making our employees work 
effectively and efficiently to maximise productivity of a firm. Pursuing a course like 
project management will be pertinent to my contemporary proven skills and also 
helps to learn how to prevent a project from sinking deep. 
 

The platform of my future plan was laid back in the schooling by my teachers who 
taught me to think of innovative ways, boldness to take up any challenge, going on 
stubbornly until the goal is achieved and never to take aback under any 
circumstances. After my schooling and pre university education was done I enrolled 
for Bachelors of Business Administration(BBA) at <College Name>, <City>. My 

passion is reflected in my academic prowess where I consistently acquired good 
scores in all the semesters.  
 

I experienced my professional exposure for the first time through an internship done 
at <Company name> during my final semester. This experience made me develop 
proficiency in team management, programming languages like HTML, CSS etc. I am 
skilled at database management, accounting softwares like Tally, Big data, MS office. 
 

After my graduation to garner some professional experience I joined as a financial 
analyst <Company Name> where I was responsible for managing the company 

accounts and finances. I am fortunate to receive support from our senior officials 
during the assigned critical tasks that aided me to build discernment for my career 
growth. I have been working in this company for 5 long years dealing with the 
planning and control of company initiatives, funds, projects etc. It is always good to 
upgrade ourselves to the latest technologies to progress our business further. Having 
gained crucial experience,knowledge my aim is to upgrade my skills further by 
pursuing a project management course like this to raise my professional career 
further. 
 
Upon a lot of research I chose to pursue this course in <College Name> in <Country 
name> due to its excellent academic faculty, provision of corporate opportunities, 

and guest lectures by eminent industry professionals. There are several factors that 
attracted me more towards this university like infrastructure, discussion boards and 
moderated debates conducted to express our innovative thoughts further. 
 

The course curriculum of this college mainly addresses the increasing complexity of 
the latest business environment and focuses on business tactics that yield desired 
results globally. Since the degree is globally recognised, having a course completion 
certificate from Canada will enhance my career prospects in my home country 
significantly.  
 

The scope of project management professionals is incredibly high in India so I prefer 
to return back once the course is completed. Pursuing this one year post graduate 
diploma in project management would equip me with the comprehensive insights 
needed to manage all the aspects of a project in adherence to organisation goals.  
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